Abstract. We provide a unifying category theoretical framework to discuss various kinds of local global phenomena. Specializing to localization of groups at sets of primes P , we identify a large class of groups for which localization supports a passage from local information to global information. Local global principles for groups in this class are established and used to calculate certain homomorphism sets as well as splittings of epimorphisms and monomorphisms from local data.
Introduction
Let J? be a family of localizing functors on a category ^, as described in Adams [1] . We would then like to obtain information abut the objects and morphisms in %? from their localizations by the functors in fH?. Such methods, called local global principles, are now in common use in subjects like number theory, commutative algebra, and homotopy theory of nilpotent spaces. In addition various notions like "genus" [13] , "type" [21] , "clone" [14] , etc., have been introduced to refer to collections of objects which have isomorphic local data.
Here we extend the method of local global principles to the category of groups, and we consider the resulting genera of groups. Our approach is guided by a general unifying category theoretical framework for the discussion of local global phenomena. The key ideas underlying this framework are outlined in A, B, C below. Details can be found in §1.
l€?
with X*&(X). We say that objects X and Y of ff belong to the same ^-genus if 3?{X) =Sf(Y).
C. If ff has inverse limits, we define the ^-completion of X e ff to be lim f?(X). The functor f?\ ff -* S?ff is left adjoint to the inverse limit functor, and, in particular, there is a natural map c: X -> lim Sf(X). If c is an isomorphism, the object X is determined by its J?-local data and morphisms from an object A into X correspond bijectively to morphisms between the local diagrams S?{A) -+S?{X).
Guided by this general framework we approach the development of local global principles for F-localizing functors on the category of groups. To explain this, recall that, for a set of primes F, a group G is F-local if G has unique qtTa. roots for every q £ P. Further the F-localization of a given group G is a universal homomorphism G -* LpG, where LpG is F-local; see §0 for precise definitions and basic properties. We consider families 5? of F-localizing functors which are of the form {Lpl -* Lq, Lp2 -> Lq, ...}, where Px, P2, ... are sets of primes containing Q and every prime not in Q belongs to exactly one of the sets FA . Theorem 2.1 gives a general criterion under which the map c: G -► lim Sf(G) is an isomorphism. In §3 we describe groups for which this criterion is easy to check. For a group G in this class the map c is an isomorphism if G has torsion in only finitely many of the sets F^ ; see Theorem 4.1. Such a result has previously only been available in the case where G is a finitely generated nilpotent group; see [13] .
In § §5 and 6 we give examples for building homomorphisms between groups from local data. In §5 we deal with homomorphisms out of an infinite product of torsion groups. In §6 we show how to obtain 1-sided inverses for epimorphisms and monomorphisms from local data. In §7 we characterize the ^-genus of a given group.
To put this study somewhat into perspective, let us recall that the F-localization of an arbitrary group was first introduced by Ribenboim [17] in 1978. At this level of generality F-localization methods have, so far, not found systematic use. Probably this has to do with the following: F-localizing a group G annihilates torsion of G at all primes q g F. If G is arbitrary, this can entail destroying more than just F-complementary torsion structure of G, in which case one is left with too little local information to work with. Thus it becomes necessary to determine for which groups F-localization is reasonably well behaved. This is done in §3, where we describe large categories of groups on which F-localization behaves nicely. Whether or not the F-localizing functor Lp behaves nicely on G depends primarily on the torsion structure of G. Our choice of families of localizing functors 77?, as described above, is suggested by the need to accommodate various kinds of torsion structure.
We remark that the results in this paper are likely to extend to analogous statements about F-localizing functors in the homotopy category of CW-complexes. For example, the problem of splitting an epimorphism of groups (treated here in §6), corresponds to the problem of finding a section for a fibration. Indeed, the general category theoretical principles governing local global principles, expounded in §1, apply to the homotopy category of CW-complexes as well (modulo Remark 1.9). Moreover, combining classical work and [8] , we see that all remaining potential obstructions to extending local-global principles from groups to spaces have to do with the fundamental group and its action on higher homotopy groups. Some of these potential obstructions are adequately dealt with in this paper.
Preliminaries
Here we collect the relevant definitions and properties of F-localization of groups. Throughout, the symbol F will denote a set of primes. We write n e P' to denote an integer in the multiplicative closure of the set of primes which do not belong to F.
A group G is F-local if, for every n e P', nth roots exist in G and are unique; i.e. if the self-map of G, g >-* g", is bijective. There exists a Flocalizing functor Lp: 2? -> ^>, from the category of groups S? to the full subcategory of F-local groups ^ ; see [17, 18, 9] . One way to construct Lp is as follows. If g € G and n e P', introduce a new symbol xgi" and define the F'-root creating functor to be yfPG := (G* (xg,": geG,ne P'))/g = (xg,")n.
By design, G is a subgroup of yfPG and every g e G has nth roots in y/PG, for each n e P'.
Let Up be the functor which makes F'-roots unique: UpH := H/K, where K is the intersection of all kernels of maps from H to a group in which F'-roots are unique. Then define
LpG is F-local, and the canonical map ep: G -► LpG F-localizes. Universal properties of the operations y/P, Up, and lim show that ep is a natural transformation Id^ -► Lp . Its relevant properties are collected in the theorem below.
0.1 Theorem. The pair (Lp, ep) forms an idempotent monad with the following properties.
(i) Universal property: If H is a P-local group, then every homomorphism u:G -» H factors uniquely through Ep: G -> LpG.
(ii) Lp preserves epimorphisms.
(iii) Lp commutes with colimits.
(iv) ioLp commutes with directed colimits, where i: S?p -* 3? is the inclusion functor.
(v) Lp commutes with restricted products. In special situations, additional information is available. (vi) Lp is right exact on central extensions. (vii) On nilpotent groups, Lp coincides with the functor described in [11, 13] .
Lp does not increase the order of nilpotency. Moreover, a homomorphism ep: G -► H P-localizes if and only if H is P-local, ker(ep) consists of all P'-torsion elements of G, and, for every h € H, there exists an integer n e P' such that hn e im(tp).
Proof, (i) This follows from the universal property of free products and kernels.
(ii) This is true because the operations y/P and Up both preserve epimorphisms.
(iii) This is true because Lp is left adjoint to the inclusion S*p «-» &; a reformulation of (i).
(iv) If G is a directed system of groups, F-localization yields the directed system of F-local groups LpG. Its colimit is a F-local group T, as can be shown by using the description of a directed colimit of groups in [20] .
There is a canonical map e: lim G -► T determined by the F-localizing maps ex: Gx -» LpGx-To see that e F-localizes we check that_it has the universal property 0.1(i). Let H be a F-local group. If /: lim G -» H is given, then the universal property of the F-localizing maps ex yields uniquely the maps fix making the part of the diagram below commute which does not involve T: The maps fix form a cone LpG -► H. So the universal property of the colimit Y yields uniquely the arrow cp which can be seen to make the whole diagram commute.
GA--*-fLpGx H limG---yT in which a group iF is defined as H' := Upy/PH. By induction along the directed sequence in the construction of LP it suffices to show that the bottom row is exact in the middle and that im(i') c r(G'), the center of G'. To see the latter, suppose x, y, z e G' satisfy xy = yx and z" = x, for n e P'. Then zn = yz"y~x = (yzy~x)n and, hence, z = yzy~x because nth roots in G' are unique.
It remains to show that ker(v') c im(i'). Let c: G' -* 5 denote the cokernel of V. Note that v' factors uniquely through S. As cy/i = ci'tp is trivial, y/c factors through R via a. Moreover, £v = v'yi = Bey/ = Bav and so <; = fia. We show that /? is an isomorphism.
Step 1: F'-roots are unique in S. Let x ,y £ S, and suppose x" = y" , for some n e P'. Then xny~n = i'(a'). Since A is abelian, 4' and im(i') are F-local. So pick a e im(i') with a" = a!. Thus x" = a"y" = (ay)n because im(z') c CiG'). As F'-roots in G' are unique, x = ay and so x = y in S.
Step 2: a extends to an epimorphism y: y/PR -* S. The element a(v(g)) has the unique nth roots c(y/(g)x/n). So y exists. It is onto because G' is generated by elements of the form y/(g)lt" .
Step 3: B is an isomorphism. We now have the commuting diagram of epimorphisms y/pR / X S--f--5'
As F'-roots in 5 are unique, ker(<9) c ker(y). By commutativity, ker(y) c ker(<9). The claim follows.
(vii) The restriction of Lp to nilpotent groups is treated in [19, §8] . Thus the description of Ver(ep) and im(ep) given in [11, 13] applies. □ We illustrate, by way of examples, how drastically different F-localization can act on an arbitrary group, as opposed to on a nilpotent group.
Example, (i)
On the category of all groups F-localization is not an exact functor. Consider, for example, the symmetric group 53 and the split exact sequence C3 >-♦ 53 -*> C2, where C" denotes the cyclic group of order n. Localizing away from the prime 2 yields C3 -► 1 -+ 1, which is no longer exact. Still there is a description of the effect of F-localization on a semidirect product in terms of its effect on the factors; see [15] .
(ii) There are groups, like the infinite alternating group, which become trivial if one inverts any given prime. To see this, recall that a F-local group is always P'-torsion free. Aoo has torsion at every prime and has only the two trivial normal subgroups. Thus, if P' f= 0, any homomorphism from A^ to a Flocal group must be trivial.
(iii) F-localizing a torsion free group can have a nontrivial kernel. A historic example is due to B. Neumann; see [2] . O Despite these phenomena there is a nicely structured context within which F-localization of groups is well behaved; see § §2-7.
The -S'-genus: Basic facts
Let ff be a category, and let {(L^, ef)} be a family of localizing functors on ff. Let (Sp, DM) be the orthogonal pair associated to LM ; i.e., S^ is the class of morphisms s eff for which Lf,(s) is an isomorphism, and D^ consists of all objects X in ^ for which eM: X -> L^X is an isomorphism; compare [1] , see [9] . These pairs are partially ordered by The arrow e^ at the bottom is an isomorphism because Dx C Df,. Lx(ef) is seen to be an isomorphism by using universal properties of localization. We write 5? for the family {(LM, ef)} together with the partial order described above. We regard 5? as a small category whenever this is convenient. Applying the functors in 2C to an object X £ ff yields a diagram 5C(X) in ff, which is modeled on f£. We collect all diagrams in ff which could conceivably arise in this way into a category denoted 2C ff. An object X = {ux,f,'-Xf, -> Xx} of S'ff is a diagram in ff such that Xf, £ Df, and each arrow Ux,M in X_ is Lx -localization; i.e., the diagram below commutes:
We refer to an object of f? ff as an Jz?-diagram.
1.1 Definition. The genus of X £ Sf ff consists of all isomorphism classes of objects X £ff with 5?{X) = X. Objects X and Y of ff belong to the same -2*-genus if S?(X) *L&iY).
Next we establish a basic interaction between Jz^-genus and coproducts in ff. In special cases this interaction has already been observed by ad hoc methods and put to use; see, e.g., Bousfield [6] . 
1.5 Corollary. //" ff has finite coproducts, then there is defined "addition" of £f-genera
. □ 1.6 Definition. Suppose ff has a 0-object. An element X £ ff is Jzf'-trivial if Lf,X = 0 for all p; i.e. if 5f(X) is a 0-object in S? ff.
1.7 Remark. Suppose ff is a category with finite coproducts. Then isomorphism classes of ff form an abelian "semigroup" ffu, and Jz^-genera in ff form a quotient _Stj of ^L . If ff has a 0-object, ffu is an "abelian monoid" and the kernel of the "monoid" epimorphism ffu -> Su consists of all -S^-trivial objects. D Now suppose that ff has inverse limits. By ff (A, B) we denote the set of morphisms from A to B in the category ff. Sfff ^ff.
Proof. We need to show that, for any object A of ff and any Jzf'-diagram X in S? ff, there is a natural bijection
The universal property of F-localization determines, for every /: A -* lim X, a unique commutative diagram:
Thus y(f) is defined. The inverse of y is given by lim applied to a morphism f2?(A) -► X_. The required naturality properties of y follow from the universal property of localization and lim . □ 1.9 Remark. If ff has only weak inverse limits for the diagrams modeled on Tff (which is likely to happen in the homotopy category of CW-spaces), then y is still defined as above. It will still be onto, but will, in general, fail to be 1-1. □
Here are some example of familiar concepts considered from the unifying point of view of J?-genus, respectively J?-completion, using a suitable system of localizing functors J?. The Fo-diagram of a space X is known as the Postnikov tower of X. The natural map X -* hoinvlimFo(X) is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, the Fo-genus of a space is a single homotopy type. This example has been generalized in recent work by Bousfield [6] . □ 1.12 Example. Let Pok be as above and form the "discrete" system of localizing functors The FodiSC-genus of a space X is known as the set of "spaces of the same n-type" as X, for all n , denoted SNT(X); see Wilkerson [21] . D 1.13 Example. For a prime p, let ^p be the category of groups which are uniquely radicable at all primes q / p. Let Lip . 5 ► &p be the localizing functor described in § 0. The functors Lp form the discrete system 3"' -L2 L$ ■ ■ ■ Lp ■ ■ ■ . When restricted to nilpotent groups, the Jz^-genus is known as the extended genus. When restricted to finitely generated nilpotent groups, the Jz?-genus of such a group G is known as "the" genus of G; see [13] . An arbitrary nilpotent group H is of the same Mislin genus as the finitely generated group G if &iG)=&iH). □ 1.14 Example. For a prime p, let Xp be a p-localizing functor on the category of (based) connected CW-complexes which extends ^-localization of nilpotent spaces; e.g., Bousfield's //,(•; Z^) ^localization [5] or its maximally twistsensitive parent, described in [8] , are good choices. The functors kp form a system
When restricted to nilpotent spaces of finite type (each homotopy group is finitely generated), the A-genus of such a space X is known as "the" genus of X; see [13] . Further, Lqcx is a monomorphism because (LqB)(Lqo) = Id^G. So LqB = (Lqo)~x is an isomorphism. □ 2.3 Lemma. Let Q c F be sets of primes and suppose G is a P-local group. Then the kernel and the image of the Q-localizing homomorphism G -» LqG are P-local groups.
Proof. Let n £ P' and x £ ker(G -* LqG) . Then there is a unique element y £ G with x = yn . But then 1 = eQ(x) = eQ(y") = (eQ(y))n.
Hence eQ(y) = 1 because F'-roots in LqG are unique. R := im(G -► LqG) is F-local because (1) the nth power operation, n £ P', on R is onto (it is onto in G), and (2) it is 1-1 as R is contained in the F-local group LqG . □ (ii) ker(G -> LqG) consists of (2'-torsion elements; (iii) if F £ € and x £ LpG, there exists n £ P' such that x" is contained in the image of the localizing map G -> LpG. Groups in ^ behave nicely with respect to F-localization. In particular, Theorem 2.1 has a stronger reformulation for such groups; see 4.1. An outline of their key properties follows. (ii) If G is a torsion group which, modulo its Fitting subgroup, is Qtorsion, then G belongs to every one of the categories ^ with & = {Q;PX,P2,...}.
(iii) e-local groups belong to S± , if S = {Q; F,, F2, ...} .
(iv) Nilpotent groups and directed colimits of nilpotent groups belong to every one of the categories ^ . This follows from 3.2 (directed colimits of nilpotent groups are usually called "locally nilpotent groups"; compare [12] ). If Vp(x) = 1, choose n £ P' such that x" = /6(g), for some g £ G. It follows that v(g) £ ker(y) and so, v(g)m = 1, for some m £ P'. But then gm £ ker(v). So there is y £ N with u(y) = gm. Therefore, x = Up(a(y)x/mn) £ im(up). So the sequence is exact in the middle.
It remains to show that up is a monomorphism. If up(x) = 1, pick n £ P' such that x" = a(y). Given a set of primes F containing (2. fit each group 67 in G into an exact sequence 1 -Nx ~ Gk -^ -1, where A^is the kernel of the F-localizing map 6^ -» LpGx-The directed diagram G yields a directed diagram of such short exact sequences, and the resulting sequence of colimits is exact (see [10] ):
We obtain the commuting diagram below:
Each group A^ consists of P'-torsion elements, and so LpNx is trivial. Further, Gx -» i?A induces an isomorphism LpGx -► L/>Fv^, by 2. In this section we use local global arguments to calculate the set of homomorphisms from certain infinite products of torsion groups into a group H for which the natural map c: H -> S?(H)~ is an isomorphism. Our tool is the following interpretation of 1.8 in the category of groups. Thus Up lifts to a unique map up: GM x R -> H whose restriction to GM we denote by vM and whose restriction to R we denote by Wp . It follows that A similar result has been proven by Casacuberta and Hilton under the hypotheses that G and H are nilpotent and ker(7i) has torsion at only finitely many primes; see [7] . . If G is abelian, it is possible to describe the isomorphism classes of abelian groups in the Jz?-genus of G by means of homological algebra; see [16] .
